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In a preceding paper1 the author has shovn that the assumption of SU3 

invariance for strong interactions2 •3 allovs a general understanding of venk 

·lcptonic processes. In this letter ve extend to nonlcptonic processes the 

concepts presented in Ref. 1. 

An interesting result of this extension is a qualitative understnndin~ 
l 

" of the ratio betvcen the rates of K0 ~ 2n vithout the i~~ro-

duction of bl = 3/2 interactions of nonelectromngnet.ic origin. 

1 
The veak current responsible for leptonic processes is assumed to be a 

member of ar. octet 4 

J"-:cos. O(j (O} + g (O)) 
.. \J . \J 

+sin 6(j (l} + g (l)}. 
\J ~ 

( l} 

In addition to the usual frame of reference. F in the octet space, 

it is interesting to consider a nev frame, F' This frame is obtained 

from F through a rotation U • belonging to SU3 , such that it transforms 

J\J into the 6S = 0,6Q D l member of the octet 

-1 .. J 0 + g 0 'UI U t \J \J \J 
(~} 

vhere 

U "" exp [ 210F
7
] • (3) 
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The basic members of the octet in the nev frame are linear combinations 

of the old ones; in the case of .pseudoscalnr mesons, for exnmple, vc have 

' t 1 
11 = cos a 11 + sin a K t 

' t ' 1 K . = .-sin 0 n 1 + cos e K 

'O 
K 

r 

= 1/2! cos(26) (if> + K
0 

) - (~ 
\ ' . 
'· 

( 20) ( ,O ~ 1.! n )} 0 
- K ) + sin 

' r (' ... ' 
'o 

1! = 1!4\n° j3 + cos(2o)! + l3n !1 cos(·2o)i- ~~; sin(2o) (K
0 +.~)~ 

(4) 

t L .; L .; , J 

[ l + 3 cos(2o)] + 13 n° [ l- cos(2o)] + (6)
112

.in(2o)(K
0 

+ ?")} 
and 

' I n = 1/4 .; n 
\. 

In frnme F' ve have a strangeness qunnt~~ number, R' , which is 

conserved in leptonic processes. If SU3 were exact (nll baryons degenerate, 

and similarly for the other multiplets), F' would be the oatural frnme of 

reference--the one in which leptonic decays conserve strangeness. 

strangeness violation is more to be blamed on SU3 brenr..in; thf•G on weak 

interactions. 

It seems desirable to extend this property to nonleptonic processes, 

and require also that 

(a) nonleptonic processes conserve S' , the stranr,cncs;, in fr~~e F'. 

We can therefore build the Lagrangian ;CW as strangeness-conserving in 

frame ?' , and obtain the Lagrangian for the physic~l processes by substi

tution (4). 5 

How does the Lagrangian transform under SU3? ~ uriori,any representation 

t.i•at appears in the decomposition of 8 Q 8 Q 8 will do, i. e.~ 1, 8, 10, 

10, 27, 35~ 35; 64.
6 

Nov the singlet does not accommodate .any CIS ; 0, while 
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the higher representations contribute 6G ~ 2 and(or) hi ? 3/2 vhcn ve 
I 

go from fra.me F to the physical frame F Therefore, if ve require · 

(b) no 6S >. 2 or 6I ~ 3/2 in the phvsical frnme F 

ve must conclude that 

(c) the Ln~rnngian for nonleptonic nrocesses behaves ns a member of 

an' octet.7 

I 

We have then tvo possibilities: in frame F rin vhich, according to (a), 

J( w conserves strangeness, it can behave either as the hypercharge • B Y , or 

the third component of the isotopic spin, I 
3 

For physical processes 

vith AS ~ 1 1 there is no difference bctveen the tvo possibilities • 
... 
~;~ 

Hypotheses (a) and (c) have a very interesting implication on the K ~ 2n 

interaction, if combined vith CP 
9 

invariance. These combined conditions 
il 

forbid the 2n decay of a neutral K • This could appear shockin~, but!~s 

in fact extremely gratifying. In fact one of the more serious pieces of 

evidence
10 

aga1nst the validity of the AI c 1/2 rule is the value of the 

ratio of the rates for K 0 ~ 2n 
1 

and + + 0 K -+ n n 

(experimental). ( 5) 

+ ... 0 
If K .... n n (a AI ~ 3/2 transition) is of electromagnetic origin, ve 

2 expect it to be depressed by a larger factor, say {137) • Hove'(er, if 

K0 
.... 2n is forbidden by SU3 , ve expect it to be supressed too, by some 

factor of the order of 10 to 20 , and the experimental value of R can 

.be qualitatively understood vi:thout the introdw:t1Dn of AI = 3/2 interactions 

of nonelectromagnetic origin. 

The easiest vay·to see that r. 0~2n is forbidden is to exploit hypothesis 
. . l . " 

(a) and try to build a pseudoscalar, strangeness-conserving interaction among 

.t 
three pseudoscalar mesons in frame F • We can build the folloving isoscalars 

!' . . , 
' 
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( 6) 

they all have CP • -1. So we cannot build ~ Kwn interaction that transforms 

like Y' and does not violate CP • Clearly, we also cannot build an inter-

action that transforms like I (and therefore belongs to an octet) and 
3 

conserves CP, because this should have a unitary partner that transforms like 
0 

y 

Since the experimental rate for K 0 
+ 2n is quite high, it mi~ht seem 

1 
difficult to conceive of this mode as suppressed •. In fact it is very -

difficult to say what this rate should be. If we introduce a phenomenological 

coupling 

where G is the Fermi coupling constant and M , an adJustable mass parameter. 

The rate depends on the sixth power of M • This makes any prediction com-

pletely unreliable. Hovever, .if ve try to extract l·l from the ex per irnental .· -

value for the lifetime of K , we get H ""' 1. 5 mw · which is n. rathP.r low · 
1 

value. 

As has been discussed by Lee • not much can·. be said on hyperon decays 

vithout resorting to further restrictions 0 such as R 
6 

invariance. .However~ 

we feel that the success of the theory in explainingD at least qualitatively, 
( 

the (K0 -. 2n)-(K+ .. 2w).; puzzle is ~ery encouraging. 
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4. We remember that the superscripts in Eq. (1) refer to the change of 

strangeness. In the usual notation (that of Ref.3.) we have 

j (0) • J 1 + ij 2 • j (1} = J 4 + ij 5 • 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

5• We speak of Ln~rangians in a phenomenological vay, and do not enter the 

question of possible intermediate bosons. 
II 
t; 

•' I. 

6. If the Lagrangian is thought as arising from current-current interit.ct.ions~ 

and the currents belong to the octet representation, then the possible 

choice of a representation is restricted to 1, 8, or 27. 

7. D. W. Lee, to be published, and S. Coleman and S. L. '"CoJ.,e~ , to be 
..,!?Cost.Ow 

published, have also considered this possibility. 

8. In this case ;/_ is invariant under an SU2 subgroup of SU3 ~cnerated 
w 

the isotopic-spin operators in frame F' t I' • This inter·estin~; 

possibility has been proposed by B. dvEspagnat and J. Prentky 0 Nuovo 

Cimcnto 24. 497 (1962) and by M. Baker and s. L. Glashov, Nuovo Cimcnto 

~t 803 (1962). 

9. The CP transformation must be defined in such a vay that it leaves 
0 

unchanged the structure of the Lie-group algebra of 

commutation relations among the generators, rFi,,F1] 
~ .. 

SU3. If the 

• i film Fm • 

to be unchanged ~y ·. CP. • asswned to oper.ate on .the F .. as 
.·· --.~~ .. ·1:<. ).. . ··~ 

; · .• - .. -:~ .. ~ ~ ,.. t' ·., '. 

. . .. \ . . J. 
...... ·. 

.. ~ , ' (,• ,., . 
. ~ .. : .' . ~-

.· ./c···. I·~ ' . 

are 

by 

) 
j' 
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CP F (CP) = c F the cocfficicntt> c = ll- nre restricted by • 
the relations (c i t m 

- l) film = o. Among the many solutions ve c £ 

c2 = c3 = c5 = c6 = ,B = -1. For the 

octet of PS mesons vc then 
i -1 i i have (CP) 1T (CP) = c 11 Note that 

ve have selected a solution in vhich F7 . nas CP = 1, so that u 

conserves the CP character of the Ln~ran~inn. 

10. Perhaps the only serious evidence; sec for example the report by 

R. H. Dnlitz at the Brookhaven Conference on Weak 'Interactions, 

September 1963, to be published. 
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